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Abstract. As robots are becoming a more significant part of humans’
daily life, there is a challenge to bridge the gap between robots’ actions
and humans’ understanding of what robots are doing and how they make
their decisions. We present an approach to local navigation explanation based on Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME),
a popular approach from the Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI)
community for explaining individual predictions of black-box models.
We show how LIME can be applied to a robot’s local path planner. We
experimentally evaluate the explanation method’s runtime, quality, and
robustness, and discuss implications for the robotic domain.
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Introduction

Robots in social environments raise the requirement for explainability of robot’s
behavior [1]. As the tendency of robots’ presence in society grows [2], this requirement becomes more pronounced. According to the IEEE Guideline for Ethically
Aligned Design [3], robots’ decisions should be transparent and backed up by
clear justifications. The need for accountability of autonomous intelligent robots
and transparency of their actions underlines the human right to explanation in
face of machines making decisions that affect humans. Current decision-making
methods in robotics largely lack explainability [4], and thus limit the faster
adoption of robots in important tasks [5]. A lack of explainability also is a safety
issue when robots behave in unexpected ways putting humans in highly sensitive
environments at risk.
We address explainability in robotics by focusing on explainable robot navigation in social environments [6, 7]: Imagine a robot navigating in a known
environment with the possibility to encounter humans and obstacles. Local path
planners allow robots to follow a global path plan while dynamically reacting
to unexpected occurrences. Some of the robot’s decisions may require abrupt
stops or changes of direction and path deviations thus surprising people in the
neighborhood or even scaring them. This can lead to trust loss, which needs
to get mitigated [8]. One mitigation strategy is explanation. Using Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME) [9], an established method from
Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) [10], we demonstrate how a robot can
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generate visual explanations of its local decision-making in path planning and
obstacle avoidance.
The paper is structured as follows: We first review related work on explainable robot navigation. Section 3 introduces LIME as a standard XAI method. In
Section 4, we show how LIME can be used in tandem with a local path planner
(we are using the Timed Elastic Band (TEB) planner [11]) to generate explanations. We present results from a lab experiment. Finally, we discuss limitations
and implications of our work.

2

Related work

Recently, explainable robot navigation has gained considerable interest. Rosenthal and colleagues [12] and Perera and colleagues [13] have worked on verbal
explanations of robot navigation. The authors propose a method for automatically generating summaries of whole trajectories. The work by Stein [14] is also
targeted at generating natural language explanations of navigational choices. It
focuses on generating explanations from interpretable-by-design navigation algorithms. Contrary to the mentioned approaches, we aim at explaining local
deviations from the original path plan instead of whole narrations of trajectories. Moreover, we focus on visual explanations rather than natural-language
explanations.
He and colleagues [15] use visual explanations but present them as numerical data or refer to a specific neural network that is still far from a simple
enough explanation for laymen. Bautista-Montesano and colleagues [16] present
a navigation explanation approach that is limited to only fuzzy reinforcement
learning navigation agents. Thus, these approaches make strong assumptions
about the underlying algorithm to be explained, as their explanation methods
require looking into the black box.
Brandao and colleagues [17] focus on gloabl path optimality for explanation
by presenting users with an alternative global path and comparing it with the
optimal one. We do not focus on optimal path explanation, but rather on explanations of local deviations from the initial path. The work by Brandao et al.
[18] is focused on explanations of planning failures, which we also encompass as
situations when a local planner cannot find a traversable (joint) local plan.
In summary, we observe that current state-of-the-art approaches are constrained to model-dependent methods, and to explanations in terms of static
objects known before navigation, or to a whole trajectory. Instead, we apply
LIME as an out-of-the-box model-agnostic explanation method to obtain visual
explanations of a robot’s decision-making in local navigation tasks.

3

Technical background

LIME [9] is a model-agnostic local explainable AI (XAI) technique that explains
predictions of a black-box model by learning an interpretable model around the
instance of interest. We focus on visual explanations, so we use an image (viz.,
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the local costmap, see below) as the instance of interest. LIME for images1 takes
the input image and partitions it into segments—called superpixels—thereby creating interpretable features. Then it perturbs interpretable features by turning
them off to generate new input samples (perturbations) in the neighborhood of
the instance of interest. The number of perturbations is a user-defined parameter.
There can be a maximum of 2n unique perturbations, where n is the number
of interpretable features. For every perturbation, LIME queries the black-box
model and thereby generates a local data set of (perturbed) neighbor images
and the respective black-box model’s predictions. On this new dataset LIME
trains an interpretable model, viz., a weighted linear regression model. The explanation is obtained by interpreting the coefficients of the trained linear model:
The importance of each segment in the image for the behavior of the black-box
model is represented by one coefficient in the linear model. Depending on the
sign of the coefficient, the interpretable feature (viz., the segment in the image)
positively or negatively affects the black-box model’s prediction. That said, to
apply LIME to visually explaining local navigation, we need to provide a suitable
method for computing a segmentation of a local costmap (viz., the interpretable
features). Moreover, the output of the local planner has to get interpreted as the
prediction of some black-box model.
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4.1

Technical Set-Up

Our set-up is situated in the context of the ROS navigation stack.2 That is, a
global path planner has generated a global path plan for the robot to navigate
to a specified goal position. For path following and obstacle avoidance, a local
path planner takes the local costmap and the global path as input and outputs
a local path (in terms of a velocity vector) for the robot to execute. For LIME
to be applicable, the black-box behavior needs to be deterministic. Therefore,
we do not employ sampling-based planners, such as DWA or RRT, but instead,
employ the TEB planner [11].
To use LIME for generating visual explanations of local path plans in terms
of obstacles in the local neighborhood of the robot, we use the local costmap
as an instance of interest, and the TEB planner as the black box that takes
that costmap as input and outputs some local path. LIME first segments the
local costmap into obstacles as interpretable features. The size of interpretable
feature space is set to 8, as it covered all cases in our lab environment. The SLIC
[19] segmentation algorithm is used to get obstacle segments.3 If there are less
than 8 obstacles, obstacle segments are divided, starting from the biggest one,
until the number of 8 segments is reached. As the second step, LIME obtains
1
2
3

https://github.com/marcotcr/lime
http://wiki.ros.org/navigation
We used the following SLIC parametrization: n segments=10, compactness=100.0,
max iter=1000, min size factor=0.01, max size factor=10.
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perturbations of the segmented costmap by turning-off segments by replacing
them with free space. The perturbed local costmap together with the global
plan, the robot’s footprint, and its current velocities form the input to the local
path planner, which then outputs a local plan for the perturbation at hand.
The deviation of the so-calculated local plan from the global plan is taken as
a target for the interpretable model. The deviation is calculated as a sum of
the minimal point-to-point L2 differences between the local and the global plan.
The other important LIME parameters—cosine distance metric and Ridge linear
regressor—are kept as in the LIME standard implementation.
The coefficients of the linear regression model output by LIME are the primary representation of the explanation. We turn these explanations into some visually more appealing and accessible representation. By coloring segments based
on their coefficients, we get an explanation image for each local navigation decision. The sign of the coefficient dictates the color: Positive-weighted segments are
colored green and negative-weighted segments are colored red. A green-colored
segment indicates “without that segment, the local plan would deviate less from
the global plan” and a red-colored segment means “without that segment, the local
plan would deviate more from the global plan”. Color intensity is set proportional
to the coefficient with intensities in the range [0, 255] in RGB color space, where
255 corresponds to the coefficient with the highest absolute value.
4.2

Results

Qualitative results Fig. 1a, 1d and 1g show three characteristic local navigation cases (C1, C2, and C3) in our lab. The robot (a TIAGo from PAL robotics)
tries to follow the global plan that leads it through the doorway. Figures 1b,
1e, and 1h show the local costmaps for three local navigation cases with black
obstacles, the robot’s location (white), and free space (grey). In C1, the local
plan (yellow dots) mostly coincides with the global plan (blue dots), while in
C2 starting point and endpoint of the local plan could not be connected into a
joint trajectory. In C3, a local plan is found, which however clearly deviates from
the global plan. With LIME we explain how obstacles and/or parts of obstacles
contribute to the deviation. From the explanation images 1c, 1f, and 1i we can
derive the following explanations:
– C1: “The right (green) wall segment increases deviation, while the left (red)
wall segments decreases it, squeezing it to the doorway.”
– C2: “The (green) obstacle increases the deviation because if it was not there
the robot would follow the global plan. If the wall (red) was not there, the
local path planner would be able to create the connected local plan and
deviate from the global plan, thus increasing deviation distance.”
– C3: “Both obstacles increase the deviation, but the round one does so more
significantly. If it were not there, the robot would follow the global plan
without deviating from the global path. If the rectangular obstacle was not
there, the robot would still deviate, but with a smaller deviation.”
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(a) C1: robot

(b) C1: costmap

(c) C1: explanation

(d) C2: robot

(e) C2: costmap

(f) C2: explanation

(g) C3: robot

(h) C3: costmap

(i) C3: explanation
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Fig. 1: C1: A free doorway allows TIAGo to follow the initial trajectory and move
through the doorway. Because TIAGo is too close to the right wall it has to adjust
its position and then proceed through the doorway. C2: The same doorway is
blocked with a chair, so TIAGo cannot progress through the doorway. It stops
and rotates in place to try to go left. C3: A table, box, and a wall form two
doorways where the right doorway through which TIAGo should go is suddenly
blocked with a trash can. The robot must deviate from the initial trajectory
traversing through the free doorway.

Quantitative Results We measure objective explanation quality as the difference of variance and mean of absolute values of the coefficients in a given LIME
explanation. The higher this difference is the bigger the separation between the
importance of the segments. The bigger the separation is, the more important
segments are more prominent, and it is clearer which segments contribute to
the local path planner’s decision. If the separation is small, it may not be clear
which segments contribute and which do not, and explanation may not be useful.
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(a) Quality

(b) Robustness

(c) Runtime

Fig. 2: a) The difference of variance and mean of absolute values of the explanations’ coefficients. The higher the better. b) Percentage of the order of coefficients
preserved in relation to the decrease of the number of perturbations. The higher
the better. c) Total runtimes of different parts of the explanation method.

Figure 2a shows that this difference increases in relation to the increase of the
number of perturbations. As could be expected, with more perturbations LIME
outputs better explanations.
For explanation robustness, we measure to what extent the relative segment
importance is affected by reducing the number of perturbations. Figure 2b shows
the percentage of the order of coefficients preserved in relation to the decrease
of the number of perturbations. After reducing the number of samples by 50%,
only around 40% of the original order of coefficients is preserved. If the reduction
continues, under 30% of the original order of coefficients is preserved.
Finally, we analyse explanation runtime.4 LIME’s runtime is generally high
and increases linearly in the number of perturbations as shown in Fig. 2c. The
runtimes of the most important parts of the LIME procedure are plotted. Planner
total time (orange) takes the biggest part of the total explanation runtime and
includes the preparation of input data for the planner (TEB), planner calculation
time of all the paths for each perturbation, and the collection of the planner’s
outputs. Figure 2c also shows that the planner calculation time (green) takes
the biggest part of the planner total time. Both planner total time and planner
calculation time increase relative to the increase of the number of perturbations.
As segmentation only needs to be done once for each explanation, its runtime
(red) is not affected by the number of perturbations.

5

Discussion

The results show that LIME generates better and more robust visual explanations of local path plans with more perturbations. This translates to having a
better distinction of more important segments and better stability of their importance as the number of perturbations grows. The objective explanation quality measure declines slowly until the 100 perturbations and then more rapidly.
4

All reported runtime experiments run on a Lenovo Thinkpad E14 Gen2 with AMD
Ryzen 5 4500U 2.3GHz and 16GB of RAM.
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We could thus reduce the number of perturbations to 100 and still get good
explanations (w.r.t. the objective quality measure), but robustness falls steep
already when reducing the number of perturbations to 240. That is, with 240
perturbations, we would receive good explanations which however are not truthful, that is, the highlighted segments are not the ones that truly contributed to
the deviation. Trusting this kind of explanation would result in a feeling that
we have a solid understanding of true reasons for a particular robot’s decision,
while actually, they are the wrong ones.
On the other side of the coin, using more perturbations means slower explanation generation. The LIME runtime of around 8 seconds with 256 perturbations
might be good enough for the post-hoc generation of explanations of recorded
decisions. This could be helpful in situations where fast robot explanation feedback is not required, such as in a lab, remote testing grounds, and environments
where people are informed of the robot’s intentions and can anticipate a certain
set of robot behaviors. But LIME has clear limitations in that this method cannot, in its current form, be used for real-time explanations. Fast-changing and
socially-complex environments like streets or places with people might require
real-time explanations. The runtime measures indicate that only with less than
50 perturbations, we do have a runtime of around 2 seconds (which could be
interpreted as fast in some contexts). But this comes with a big decrease in
explanation quality and robustness. Achieving good and robust explanations in
near real-time can be achieved only when a very small number of obstacles are
considered as potential explanations. But even with a time frame of 2 seconds,
not every TEB call (every 200ms) can be explained in real-time.

Conclusions
To address the explainability of robot navigation, we have presented an explanation method based on LIME which generates visual explanations of the robot’s
local path-following behavior. The results from our lab experiments showed that
to achieve high explanation quality and robustness, LIME needs to be configured
to sample exponentially many perturbations (in the number of segments). Runtime thus grows exponentially in the number of obstacles considered as potential
parts of an explanation. This limits the usefulness for real-time explanation generation. Consequently, our future work will focus on speeding up explanation
generation towards real-time performance. Moreover, we will integrate semantic
information to improve the segmentation algorithm and to enhance the explanations by natural-language annotations.
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